
Delinea + Authomize are Better Together
Secure, granular access within cloud environments and SaaS apps

The rapid adoption and expansion of Cloud Infrastructure, SaaS applications, and identities has made the 
job of securing access privileges exceedingly challenging.

Security teams are faced with:  

• Limited visibility over access outside their directories 

• Fractured controls for each of their environments 

• No security layer for IAM infrastructure to identify and 

mitigate risks 

Delinea + Authomize offers Zero Standing 
Privileges with full visibility and security 
monitoring

Delinea and Authomize work in tandem to enable organizations 

to protect your most sensitive assets throughout your IaaS and 

SaaS environments with joint use cases. 

Just in Time Access + Just Enough Privileges = 
Zero Standing Privileges  

Delinea’s Just in Time (JIT) access provisioning eliminates 

standing privileges by defining when access can be granted 

and for how long. Authomize complements with Just Enough 

Privileges (JET) by reducing access privileges to the absolute 

minimum required without impacting efficiency.  

The combined solution allows security leaders to: 

• Ensure that only the right identities have the right level of 

access within the resources they need, when they need it 

• Identify and mitigate excessive access privileges across all 

cloud environments 

• Increase agility while securing access to your CI/CD pipeline

Authomize extends Delinea’s visibility to secure 
identity and access everywhere 

Authomize complements Delinea’s in-depth visibility of 

privileged access by extending visibility over all identities, 

assets, access privileges and activities across your cloud 

environments.  

Authomize aggregates comprehensive, granular identity 

and access data from  Delinea, Identity Providers, cloud 

infrastructure (AWS, Azure, GCP), SaaS apps (Salesforce, 

GitHub, O365, & more), and other sources to detect, track, and 

understand:  

• Access privilege usage 

• Privileged identities  

• Shadow admins with  

privilege escalation capabilities 

• Local IAM  

• External users  
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See how the combination of Delinea and Authomize helps you achieve Zero Trust principles.

Zero Trust Principles  

Inventory of all assets to the most granular level   .

Identify sensitive identities and assets

Map how assets are being accessed 

Identify privileged access with machine learning engine

Verify who is requesting access  

Leverage enterprise directory for authentication and authorization

Leverage Root of Trust to establish the true identity of the source to  
establish accountability and verify who is requesting access

Establish a Secure Admin Environment

Ensure that access is only achieved through a clean source

Secure access by enforcing strong authentication for privilege elevation  

Architect Zero Trust Micro-Perimeters with Least Privilege  
and Just-in-Time Privilege  

Grant access for a limited time to reduce chance of lateral movement  

Achieve a secure baseline of least privilege

Detect risks and set security policies

Monitor the Zero Trust Environment with Continuous Monitoring  
and Security Analytics

Track access privilege activity

Continuously monitor for changes and violations

Detect and alert on over privilege and risks

Embrace Security Automation and Adaptive Response

Automate communication with the Line of Business

Provide contextual explanations and recommendations

Implement Adaptive Control  

Analyze user behavior and identify anomalous behavior  

© Delinea

The first Cloud Identity and Access Security Platform, Authomize 
continuously monitors identities, access privileges, assets, and 
activities to secure apps and cloud services. Our full-stack yet 
granular visibility across IaaS, SaaS, and Data environments enables 
organizations to understand how their access privileges are being used 
and ensure effective control over the security of their assets. Backed by 
Innovation Endeavors, Blumberg Capital, Entrée Capital and Microsoft’s 
M12, Authomize is headquartered in Tel Aviv and Austin. authomize.com

Delinea is a leading provider of Privileged Access Management 
(PAM) solutions for the modern, hybrid enterprise. The Delinea 
Platform seamlessly extends PAM by providing authorization for all 
identities, controlling access to an organization’s most critical hybrid 
cloud infrastructure and sensitive data to help reduce risk, ensure 
compliance, and simplify security. Delinea removes complexity 
and defines the boundaries of access for thousands of customers 
worldwide. Our customers range from small businesses to the world’s 
largest financial institutions, intelligence agencies, and critical 
infrastructure companies. delinea.com

https://delinea.com/

